
The Waypoint system  
 
The waypoint system is way of leading riders of differing skills (novice to racers) and possibly riding widely 
differing makes and types of bikes over distances safely along the public highway. 
 
The aim is to get everyone safely to the destination with the minimum amount of fuss by ensuring no one 
needs push themselves more than they are happy with, and to ensure everyone stays alert and enjoys the 
ride together. 
 
Two riders are the key to the waypoint system.  “Rider A” who is always the lead rider, and “Rider Z” who is 
always the tail gunner.  Everyone else slots in between. 
 
At the start rendezvous 
 
Before setting out, all riders should arrive in good time at the agreed rendezvous.  Each rider should ensure 
their bike is in good order, and has a full tank and inform Rider A and Rider Z (the people organising the 
ride) how far their bike can go before refuelling.  That way the refuelling stops can be planned to suit the 
bike with the worst range. 
 

Its essential that everyone knows Riders A and Z, and can recognise them in their riding gear and 

the bikes they will be riding!!!!  So take time to speak to them both and check what they are riding.  

Simple! 
 
Finally everyone needs to know what “marking sign” people on their ride will be giving.  This prevents 
potential chaos if their ride intersects with another ride also using the waypoint system, for instance at a 
large junction like a roundabout – otherwise you may end up following the wrong waymarkers.  (It does 
happen!)   
 
Normally we choose something simple like “using your fingers in the shape of a gun” or a "clenched fist" to 
point riders to the road you want people to follow.  That way you know what to look for, and just as 
importantly know to ignore a rider simply sitting beside a roundabout waiting for his mates to catch up. 
 
Ideally Riders A & Z should wear high visibility clothing so they are easy to recognise, they should have 
each others mobile phone numbers, and either know and have a map of the planned route, or have a GPS 
to guide them, with a series of pre-agreed stops, so the group can reform if it gets split up.  It does not hurt 
to share this information to other riders in the group, but beware traffic conditions may result in the lead rider 
choosing to modify the route – so its vital everyone follows the waypoint system even if their GPS suggests 
otherwise. 
 
All other riders in the group must be ready to take their turn at being “waypoint markers”.  
 
On the ride 
 
Once the ride is underway Rider A will be responsible for choosing a pace which is comfortable for the least 
experienced/slowest rider in the group. (If you think that’s going to be you – make sure Rider A knows to 
keep an eye on your progress). 
 

At each road junction where the ride actually changes direction (ie does not continue straight on) 

Rider A will point to a point on the road, or roundabout exit, junction, slip-road, cross roads etc, or indeed 
anywhere else they think it is necessary to leave someone to show the way to all the following riders. 
 

The rider immediately following Rider A should now take up their role as waymarker at 

that point.  This means they should ensure they watch out for Rider A signalling to them to mark this 

location, and obviously note the direction Rider A then took at the junction.  The waymarker rider should pull 

to the side of the road and stop safely at or as close as possible to the indicated place and they must 

wait there.  As all following riders in the group approach its their job to give the agreed “marking sign” to 

point which way to go at the junction until you see Rider Z appear. 
 
Once you see the tail gunner (Rider Z) (and after everyone in front of him has been directed past you), then 
and only then, you can leave your spot rejoin the group directly in front of Rider Z.  You can be assured that 
you won't need to ride like a mad man to catch up with the others, just ride at your own pace safe in the 
knowledge that the route ahead is fully marked by other waymarkers.  



 
Obviously once Rider A identifies a location to mark, then everyone in the ride shuffles up one place, and 
when you become the rider occupying the place directly behind Rider A you need to be ready to take your 
turn acting as a waypoint marker.  The waypoint marking cycle continues until you reach the destination. 
 
In the early stages of a ride, waymarkers may only need to wait at their post for a few minutes before Rider 
Z arrives.  However as the ride progresses, and especially with groups of more than 10 riders, waymarkers 
may need to wait for fifteen or twenty minutes before Rider Z arrives.  (Remember if anyone has had a 
puncture or other bike trouble Rider Z will stop to check they are OK, hence it can take them quite a while to 
fix it and catch up.)  Hence it is vital that once you have been posted to mark a spot that you stay there.  If 
however you are still waiting for more than 15 minutes then it’s a good idea to telephone Rider A.  That way 
he can stop the ride at a safe location and contact rider Z to find out what the delay is. 
 
If you don’t stay there until Rider Z arrives, every rider behind you, will just head off in the wrong direction 
and every rider behind them will follow [you will not be very popular with the other riders for deserting your 
post]. 

 
Hence sometimes it makes sense to break up very large groups into several smaller groups of riders, of 
broadly similar riding standards/speeds.  That way each group can take their own preferred route to agreed 
stops/destinations. 
 
Remember it’s not a race to be a waypoint marker, but if you feel confident, simply filter you’re way through 
the group until you reach the number two slot and then be ready to take your turn.  (Not everyone will wish 
to be a waymarker and its inevitable that slower riders will tend to stay in the middle or at the back of a 
group.  However if you don't want to act as a waymarker just make sure you watch your mirrors and allow 
faster riders to get past you, so they can filter through to the front of the group).  That way a steady supply of 
riders will arrive behind Rider A who throughout the ride will be watching progress behind and may need to 
adjust the pace to allow a regular supply of waymarkers to catch up from behind. 
 
All rides are different.  Built up areas can often mean some riders are stuck at traffic lights or busy junctions 
and some riders may not feel confident to filter through traffic.  On open roads or twisties, people may prefer 
to ride at very different speeds, hence this can effect your waiting time as a waymarker so just be patient. 
 
At this point its also worth saying that if things go wrong behind, perhaps because someone has left there 
post, the lead man has no way of knowing, so its important to realise the whole ride depends on trust and 
that all riders look out for each other.  Remember if you don't want to be a waymarker - there is a simple 
solution - don't ride directly behind Rider A, or simply stay at home! 
 
Finally some Essentials.  Always ride your own ride at the pace you are comfortable with, don't be pressured 
into matching the speed of others, only ride at the pace you are confident you can be safe. Be considerate to 
other road users.  Especially when riding in a large group, watch out in case another vehicle is trying to 
overtake the group, and be ready to adjust your spacing to create gaps so they can pass safely. 
 
In busy streets, its best to minimise the road-space used by the group, by riding in a staggered formation.  
However the bike in front may have better tyres/brakes than you do, so ALWAYS make sure you leave 
enough room in front of you to stop. 
 
Now stop reading and get out and Enjoy your Motorbike! 
 
 


